
Energy is here

OPERATIONs 
& MAINTENANCE
Technical and commercial services for wind,
photovoltaic and bioenergy plants
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OPTIMIZING 
ENERGY YIELDs

Our complete package of technical and commercial management 
services as well as maintenance services ensures an optimum 
energy yield and highest returns – across technologies for wind, 
photovoltaic and bioenergy plants.

juwi optimizes energy yields for a variety of renewable energy plants.

Certified Quality 

The quality management system of juwi 

Operations & Maintenance GmbH has been 

certified by Germanischer Lloyd SE according 

to DIN EN IsO 9001:2008 standards.

Update: March 2015
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In addition to an optimal location and component selection, effective 

operation and maintenance is the basis for long-term stable energy 

yields. At juwi your wind, photovoltaic and bioenergy projects are in 

good hands. We competently administer the entire life cycle – from 

commissioning to disassembling – or until the Repowering of the plant. 

With our services, we ensure that your system generates reliable and 

inexpensive energy.

Build on our wealth of experience: For more than 15 years, we 

successfully monitor and optimize the technical operation of wind, 

photovoltaic and bioenergy plants from different manufacturers. We 

manage more than 200 operating companies for over 600 national 

and international groups of investors and customers – from individual 

operators, mutual funds and energy suppliers to institutional financial 

investors and energy cooperatives.

Total Operating Performance Worldwide (in Megawatt)

164

solar remote monitoring (International)

637 1.108



With our technical and commercial management services, we 
provide optimal energy yields, minimum costs and a high degree of 
transparency.

YOUR PLANT 
IN GOOD HANDs
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Acquisition of own- and externally-developed operating companies

Personal customer care and advisory of investors by highly qualified customer service

Provision of expertise for special commercial topics

Contact for all business partners of your operating company

Takeover of all administrative tasks incl. commercial registry affairs

Commercial accounting and preparation of financial statements on time

Invoicing of electricity revenues

Contract management: follow up owner’s responsibilities out of all contracts

Availability calculations according to maintenance contract and if necessary, negotiations with the manufacturer

Liquidity and investment control (target-performance comparison); Accounting control and monetary transactions

Insurance management; Processing of warranty claims, insurance cases and legal matters

Calculation and settlement of yield losses

Creation of individual commercial analyses and financial reports

Assistance of investors incl. commercial counselling and refinancing

Organisation and execution of shareholders’ meetings and meetings with investors

Assistance and commercial support of inheritances cases and donations

Execution of asset and share deals

Commercial Management Wind Solar Bio



24/7 remote monitoring of plants

Continuous monitoring of the communication connection and the system’s operating conditions

Ongoing capturing and storing essential operating system data

Online provision of yield data

Supervision and coordination of all activities at the plants, including recording and storing in log files

Trouble shooting with 24/7 on call duty

24/7 technical support hotline and initiation of first level measures in case of malfunctions

Point of contact for owner’s maintenance contractors, utilities, grid operators and power offtaker

Provision of plant performance data to direct marketing agencies of renewable electricity

Plant access control

Remote Monitoring Wind Solar Bio

Monitoring of operation in compliance with regulatory and insurance-related obligations (legal, insurance, HsE, etc.)

Data analysis to verify the plant performance (e.g. technical and energetic availability, power curve)

Coordination of trouble shooting

Reporting of key figures (e.g. availability, PR, yield data, energy production) and status of the PV-/WTG-plant

Optimization of plant performance

Creation of individual technical reports

Technical consultancy regarding retrofits and amended statutory requirements

Keeping a plant history record

Technical safety supervision

Technical Management Wind Solar Bio



Our experienced team schedules and controls maintenance work 
as well as large-scale Repowering projects efficiently and skillfully.

ALWAYs UP TO DATE
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On-site inspections to record plant condition

Inspections and maintenance in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and standards of technology

Maintenance and repair contract (preventive maintenance and repair work, including spare parts) –

Inverter maintenance –

Maintenance of components of medium-voltage systems

Repair of equipment and major components defects (e.g. gearbox exchange)

Troubleshooting service with 24/7 on call duty

Testing of safety-related equipment in accordance with the German Professional Association regulations (BGV)

Conducting recurrent or condition-based tests

Video endoscopy, gearbox and drive train surveying, tower measurement of motion – –

Thermo graphical analysis

Retrofits, upgrades, updates

Monitoring of plant commissioning and acceptance tests

Maintenance Wind Solar Bio

Rotor blade testing incl. examination of setting angles – –

Repair of rotor blades according to Germanischer Lloyd guidelines or manufacturers guidelines – –

Erosion inspection, painting, cleaning and sealing of the rotor blades – –

Maintenance and repair of internal and external lightning arrester – –

Rotor System Technology Wind Solar Bio

Disassembling the old plant and transportation to the new site –

Renaturation: removal of infrastructure, incl. access roads and foundation –

Reconstruction and commissioning at the new location –

Optimization by replacing components –

Repowering Wind Solar Bio

Removal of vegetation and maintenance of access roads

Maintaining mitigation and compensation measures

Winter services

Landscaping Wind Solar Bio
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OUR AssETs 
IN FRANCE

With our extensive expertise, we supervise and improve the 
operation of wind farms in France as well as bioenergy plants, free-
field and rooftop PV plants worldwide.

6 Turbines, Performance per turbine: 2 MW, Hub height: 105 meters, 

Rotor diameter: 90 meters, Manufacturer: Vestas V90

Annual production: approximately 24 million kWh

7 Turbines, Performance per turbine: 2 MW, Hub height: 135 meters, 

Rotor diameter: 66 meters, Manufacturer: Enercon E-66

Annual production: approximately 32 million kWh

Kerherhal | Plouguin (Finistère) 

La Margotte | Raucourt-et-Flaba (Ardennes)



8 Turbines, Performance per turbine: 2,3 MW, Hub height: 98 meters 

Rotor diameter: 70 meters, Manufacturer: Enercon E-70

Annual production: approximately 20 million kWh

4 Turbines, Performance per turbine: 2 MW, Hub height: 98 meters, 

Rotor diameter: 82 meters, Manufacturer: Enercon E-82,

Annual production: about 26 million kWh

5 turbines, Performance per turbine: 2,3 MW, Hub height: 78 meters, 

Rotor diameter: 70 meters, Manufacturer: Enercon E-70,

Annual production: approximately 26 million kWh

Les Deffas | Pouillé-les-Coteaux (Loire-Atlantique)

Le Télégraphe | Ger (Basse-Normandie)

5 Turbines, Performance per turbine: 2 MW, Hub height: 78  meters, 

Rotor diameter: 82 meters, Manufacturer: Enercon E-82

Annual production: approximately 27 million kWh

Les Hautes-Touches | Saint-Cyr-en-Pail (Mayenne) 

Les Grifouls | Lestrade et Thouels (Aveyron)
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jUWI‘s ENERGY 
MIx

juwi is one of the leading companies in the area of renewable 
energy. With our plants we are pushing forward the energy 
transition.  

The juwi group is your specialist for the project development of wind 

and solar plants. As general constructor, we are looking for adequate 

sites, design the plants and take care of the turnkey construction. At the 

customer’s request, our experts develop a financing plan and look for 

investors. After the plant has been connected to the grid, juwi remains 

your competent partner during the plant’s complete life cycle of 20 years.

so far, juwi has realized approximately 2,300 renewable energy plants 

with an installed capacity of more than 3,000 megawatt. Our impetus 

for every project: Work together with passion to implement renewable 

energy economically and reliably. 

The history of juwi begins in the year 1996 when Fred jung and 

Matthias Willenbacher realized their first wind turbine in Rhineland-

Palatinate. As early as 1999, an entrance into photovoltaics and in 2001 

into bioenergy ensued. shortly after, juwi started project activities in 

France and the UsA, followed by southern and Eastern Europe. In 

2008, juwi moved into one of the most energy-efficient office buildings 

in the world. The areas of water power and electromobility were added 

in 2009. In 2010, juwi entered the markets of south Africa, Chile, India 

and Great Britain. The regional headquarters for juwi‘s business in 

Asia Pacific is located in Singapore since 2012. In order to expand the 

solar business in Northern Africa, juwi moved into an office in Dubai 

in 2013. In early 2014, juwi entered the Australian market. In Germany, 

juwi is on the spot with subsidiaries and regional offices in almost every 

federal state.

Milestones of the Company‘s History

Operations & 
Maintenance

Planning Development Financing & 
Sales

ConstructionConsulting & 
Acquisition



The energy-efficient headquarters of the juwi group in Wörrstadt (Rhineland-Palatinate).

More Transparancy for Plant Owners: juwi Energy Data Manager

How much energy does the wind turbine produce, what about the PV 

or the biogas plant?  As owner you want to access this information at 

all times and in one overview. The juwi Energy Data Manager offers 

you a real benefit: The system provides production data in real time, 

not considering if values are captured at different technologies such 

as wind energy, PV or biogas plants. Hardware and software – based 

on international industrial standards – are modular. Thus, we can setup 

and adjust the system adequately to meet your expectations and the 

requirements of the plant. You will always have access to your data. 

Our know-how will optimize your monitoring system – a benefit during 

the lifetime of the plant. The increased transparency of your data 

reduces reaction times during failures, raises technical availability and, 

in total, stabilizes the renewable energy production.

juwi Operations & Maintenance GmbH

Contact: Energie-Allee 1 · 55286 Wörrstadt · Germany  

Tel. +49. (0)6732. 96 57-3599 · Fax. +49. (0)6732. 96 57-5099 

edm@juwi.de · www.juwi-om.de
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juwi Operations & Maintenance GmbH

juwi Group Subsidiaries Worldwide

Energie-Allee · 1 55286 Wörrstadt · Germany

Tel. +49. (0)6732. 96 57-5090 · Fax. +49. (0)6732. 96 57-5099

info@juwi-om.de · www.juwi-om.de

juwi O & M GmbH France
84 quai de la Fosse · 44100 Nantes · www.juwi.fr

Contact: Benjamin de Beauregard · Tel. +33 (0)2 28 44 92 04

benjamin.debeauregard@juwi.de


